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adds plenty to our cost of manufacturing Cannon Plugs. We

can't hold to such high production standards without paying for it.
But what is it worth?
When a set of flying instruments go dead in a soupy fog, when a motor konks out in a
power dive, when a plane crashes with a loss of life-it's

worth a lot to us to know that a

Cannon Plug didn't cause the trouble.
And if such assurance is worth the extra time and better materials and added inspection cost

to us, how much more is it worth to the men directly involved?
Your answer to that one is your best reason for using Cannon Plugs exclusively.

The bulletin on Cannon Type A N
Connectors . . gives a complete
explanation of construction and
operation of AN plugs. 96 pages
with ample illustrations. Address
Dept. A-123, Cannon Electric Development Co., Los Angeles 31,
California.

.

Type AN3101 (left) newest Cannon Connector is a portable receptacle which
mates with AN3106 (right).
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he Old Order Changeth . . .

If

By WILLIAM B. MUNRO*

s

I h C E the beginning of the Christian era there have
been 65 generations of men. But in looking back
over this long stretch of nearly two thousand years
it is significant that there have been very few generations in which it could have been really thrilling to live.
As for the rest, men were born. lived and died in a
world which remained substantially unaltered during the
course of their pilgrimages from the cradle to the grave.
Now whatever else may be said about the generation
in which you and I are living, one thing can at least be
looked upon as certain. This first half of the twentieth
century will go down in history a s perhaps the most
astounding interlude in the entire annals of mankind.
Yet those of us who are living through it, I am afraid,
have only the most elementary appreciation of its farreaching significance. The vast majority of our people
have not yet sensed the immensity of the changes which
are taking place immediately around us, changes not
only in what we call the American mode of life but in
our traditional philosophy of government, in our relations with the rest of the world-indeed,
in our whole
orientation of thought.
This vast transformation in our social outlook is not
the handiwork of one administration, or one political
party, or one group of leaders. It is not attributable to
any single cause. It amounts to a social revolution, and
revolutions are not made by anyone; they come. The)
come in the sequence of events; they are inspired b j
causes which lie far below the surface, and they are
rarely recognized as revolutions until after they have
run their course.
In this connection one of the rarest among human
qualities is the virtue of hindsight. People speak of
foresight as a great and rare virtue; but hindsight is an
even greater and rarer one. It is surprising, when you
come to think of it, how few among us realize that the
future is merely the prolongation of the past, and that
the law of continuity is the most fundamental of all the
laws which govern the evolution of the social order. We
build things that are new on things that are old; hard])
ever do we abolish any established social, political or
economic institution. What we do is to alter it by successive steps until the whole character of the institution is
changed, and these changes are sometimes wrought so
insidiously that their significance is not fully recognized
until after the process has been completed. That isDecember, 1944

where the danger lies in all erab of transition: we lose
sight of the landmarks from ~vhichwe started and are
carried farther than we intended to go. Looking back
over the happenings of the past dozen years one feels as
though he were sitting on the rear platform of a train
gazing wistfully at a rapidly receding landscape. And
no matter how much we may regret it, this receding view
is one that we will never see again, at any rate, never
in the same perspective.
CHANGES IN THE POLITICAL SCENE

Not long ago I was asked to indicate what, as a
student of government, I regarded as the most important
changes in the American political scene during the
interval that has elapsed since the turn of the twentieth
century. The answer, as you may well imagine, is not
an easy one to make. But if I were compelled to answer
I would say that the most fundamentally significant of
all the changes which have taken place during these four
decades are those which concern, first, the relationship
of the American federal government to the states of the
Union, and second, those which concern our relations
with the rest of the world.
For more than a hundred years after the establishment of the nation this relationship underwent no substantial change. It remained, in general, as it had been
set up by the founders of the Republic. The federal government took care of the national defense. conducted our
relations with foreign countries, and regulated commerce
among the several states. These were its principal functions. Most other matters were left to the states, as the
Constitution intended them to be. The states regulated
trade and industry within their own borders; they were
left free to manage their own educational systems:
they supervised their own banks, public utilities and
insurance companies; they were responsible for the
protection of the lives, liberties and property of their
own people. For well over a century the two branches
of government, national and state, worked with reasonable harmony within their own orbits, each with due
respect for the rights and functions of the other. It is
true, no doubt, that this balanced adjustment of responsibility, which is the essence of federalism, did not
always operate smoothly; it creaked rather badly at
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times and in spots; nevertheless it did provide an
arrangement under which the work of governing a
rapidly expanding society w as successful1y carried on.
But in our time we have seen a radical departure
from this traditional philosophy of governmental responsibility. Step by step the national government has been
reaching into fields of jurisdiction which the states have
hitherto regarded as their own. driving a wedge here and
there. until the old apportionment of powers has been
seriously thrown out of balance. The dislocation is far
more extensive than is
realized. Nor does this
great expansion of federal power5 appear to be a
temporary affair. dictated by national emergencies. It
has the earmarks of a planned invasion, designed to be
permanent. Its apologists have been at no pains to
conceal their underlying purpose, which is to concentrate in the national government the ultimate power
over all industry and labor (whether directly engaged
in interstate commerce or not). and in large measure
over agriculture as well. It aims to supersede. by federal
control. the jurisdiction which the states liave always
exercised over the enterprises of their own people and
over their own natural resources. It has already succeeded
in centralizing at Washington a virtually complete
mastery over the entire banking and credit facilities of
the country. By the device of grants-in-aid. or subsidies
for public works as well as for all manner of social
welfare projects; the federal authorities have been
quietly insinuating their way into an illegitimate mastery
over the individual commonwealths.
EXPANSION OF FEDERAL POWER

Some expansion of federal power has doubtless been
justified by the necessity of dealing with great and
difficult economic problems on a national scale; but
no one should disguise from himself the fact that. whatever its justification, this steady absorption of state functions 13y a centralized bureaucracy is inexorably reducing
the individual states to a secondary place in the frame of
government. And to the extent that this is being done
the foundation of American government is being changed.
Perhaps it is time for a change: perhaps there is no
escape from it: but at least we should realize what we
are doing while we are doing it.
The division of this country into 48 states is not a
mere geographical accident. It is not merely the product
of historical circumstances. On the contrary, it is the
exemplification of a sound principle, namely, that in a
country so vast and varied as the United States there
must be a division of governmental functions between
central and local authorities. otherwise the whole edifice
will sooner or later break down Ijy reason of its sheer
top-heaviness. If there is a m one thing that has been a
success in the American practice of government during
the past 150 years it is the success with which so large
a part of it has been kept close to the homes of the
people. It has been government not merely 11) those who
pay the bills but b\ those who know that they are paying
the hills. T o the extent that vie remove government
farther av,a\ from the homes of the people there will be
a loss not o n h in its representative character but in the
adaptability of public administration to local needs and
conditions.
North Dakota and ~ i s a i s s i p p i . Rhode Island and
California are under the same flag. but this does not
mean that they should be forced to liave their wideljvaqiiig p r o l ~ l e r nhandled
~
in precisel) the same waj .
The theory of federal centralization assumes a uniformity of American life wliicli does not in fact exist. Our
?trength a- a nation arises from diversit) as ^ell as
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from unity. It assume* that the principal concern of a
government is with economic affairs. forgetting that the
citizen is a man and not mere]) a worker. Political
philosophy should take in a much wider sweep than
political economy. Any centralized pressure that tends
to force all the 48 commonwealths into a common mold
is bound to impair their individuality, and in the long
run what weakens the states will weaken the nation.
There can be no permanent autocracy in America so
long as the states are vigilantly protected in their fundamental integrity ; on the other hand we should bear in
mind that in all the countries where free government
has perished the first step towards dictatorship has involved the extinction of local autonomy. We may seem
to be far from any such danger in the United States. but
the whole history of nations has shown that the deprivation of popular liberties invariably begins with measures
which are loudly proclaimed to he for the protection
of the people. We are a people with the instincts of
political caution and I haven't the slightest doubt that if
any open attempt were made to convert the 48 states
into mere provinces of the nation there would be a
surge of protest all over the country from Portland.
Oregon, to Portland. Maine. But when the same thing
is being attempted by what one of my colleagues has
called "the artichoke method." that is. by pulling off a
leaf at a time. there seems to be very little resentment at
all.
AMERICA'S OBLIGATION FOR WORLD PEACE

But the most momentous task which will face the
United States of America during the next few years is not
concerned with our internal problems. great and difficult
though some of these may seem to be. I do not think
it an exaggeration to say that in determining what kind
of world we are going to have tomorrow; and the day
after tomorrow. the present generation of Americans has
in its hands the most extraordinary opportunity ever
presented to any nation at any time. This is because the
United States has today achieved a position where we
can. if our people are willing. play a decisive part in
charting the course of world peace and progress for
generations yet to come. We can assume the obligation to
help guide international relationships in a way that will
help to prevent future wars. or we can abdicate this high
privilege and let the future gravitate into its own course;
which is what happened after the last great conflict;
with tragic consequences to every body. including ourselves. Between these two alternatives no thoughtful
citizen should have much hesitation in making a choice.
And of course there is no substantial disagreement
among the people of this country on the general proposition that there ought to be a world organization for
the preservation of peace and that the United States
should be a part of it. Indeed it is in that simplification
of the problem that much of our trouble begins. Everybody desires peace. but not everybody is read) t o approve
the sacrifices which the effective maintenance of peace
must i n e ~ i t a b hentail. Yet if we desire the end we must
tolerate the means which a r e essential to the attainment
of the end. That ought to be a self-evident proposition,
although not all our political leaders seem to realize it.
No country has a greater interest in the preservation of
peace than we have. The greatest of all our national
interests is peace. Surely the protection of this national
interest is worth any reasonable price that we may be
though the price involves
asked to pa) for it-even
both future commitments and potential restraints upon
our own freedom of action. If ever there was a problem
i h i c h calls for largeness of mind and a Â¥willingnesto
(Continued on Page 1 It
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writing an article on the science and the sport of
trout fishing one hesitates between adhering strictly to
the technical aspects and leaning toward the popular.
It is difficult to know at just what point to beginwhether to assume that the reader has, so to speak, passed
through elementary school, high school. and college
and is ready to enter upon a graduate course, or to begin
at the very beginning. It is the opinion of the writer that
the latter approach may be in order, at least to cover
the fundamentals for those who are beginners. The experts may. as they please. omit the portions with which
they are already familiar.
In this discussion the writer hopes to bring out six
main topics, namely : mechanics. entomology7 hydraulics.
optics. chemistry. and meteorology; and to show their
application to fly fishing; with the emphasis on the floating or dry fly. This. in the mind of the reader. will
bring up the question, why fly fishing? It should be
understood that the writer has no quarrel with the bait
fisherman, he himself having passed through this stage
some 440 years ago as a boy. In fact. he learned much
about the habits of trout in those days of bait fishing. It is
his opinion, however. that fly fishing has possibilities in
the way of true sport that the use of bait does not offer.

may lure him to the surface. We can cover more water
in the same length of time by the use of the fly than is
possible with the use of bait.
The writer often has asked some of his friends who
are content with using bait. "Why not try a fly?" The
answer has invariably been that they catch enough fish
with bait; so why try flies? This is an admission that
they are more o r less satisfied individuals who do not
appreciate the fact that in any form of sport there is
always an opportunity to learn something new. I t is not
difficult to learn to cast a fly. An hour or less with a
good fly fisherman, and anyone can master the fundamentals. After that it is purely a matter of practice to
develop sufficient skill to handle the equipment.
A false opinion exists in the minds of many that the
fly fisherman considers himself a superior individual.
Such is not the case. We merely entertain the opinion
that we are enjoying our sport to the utmost. Often too,
the bait fisherman feels that the equipment necessary
for fly fishing is too expensive. The writer started off
with a n outfit that cost not more than seven dollars.
With this equipment he learned the fundamentals and
fished for several \ears with considerable success. True,
one may spend almost any amount of money. but this
is not necessary to full enjoyment of the sport.

FLIES VS. BAIT

In these days of heavily fished streams. which are
likely to be the only ones readily accessible, some means
of assuring the continuance of the sport must be found.
It would seem fair to limit certain streams to fly fishing
as well as to limit others to bait fishing for those who
for whatever reason cannot change their methods. Some
of the Eastern states have done this with excellent
results. In the Kennebago Stream in Maine, where fish
up to three or four pounds are not uncommon, a fisherman is allowed to kill only one trout a day; all others
must he returned to the stream unharmed. Naturally this
restriction precludes the use of bait. One can enjo;
excellent fishing on this water, and in using a fly he can
release the fish without doing them any permanent
injury. The Deerfield River in western Massachusetts
has. or did have only a few years ago. a limit of three
trout killed. none under 16 inches in length to be kept.
That portion of the stream restricted to these condition?
naturally necessitated the exclusive use of a fly. Pennsylvania has set aside one stream where only women and
children are permitted to fish. It is the writer's understanding that this stream is not necessarily restricted to
fly fishing. hut carries a limitation of the number of
times per season that any one person may fish it.
The legal limit of 25 fish in California could easily he
reduced to 10 or 15 at the most. Montana and Idaho
have prohibited the use of salmon eggb. not that a
single salmon egg is so deadly. but when this bait is
used. literally by the case. for chumming. as is done on
some of the High Sierra lakes of California, the sport
of trout fishing loses its appeal.
To those of us who have been converted to the use
of flies. the all-absorbing fascination of the *port. the
'kill developed. and the fact that there is always something nevi to he learned. regardless of the ) ears we have
spent learning the art. have their distinct appeals. and
we know that no other form of fishing can quite equal
this. If h e find that a trout will not rise to a Kojal
Coachman. we still h a l e unlimited other patterns that
December. 1944

EQUIPMENT: THE ROD

In regard to the equipment, the following items are
absolutely essential and fundamental: a rod. a reel. a
line. a leader, and a fly. True, this is just a beginning.
One acquires suitable clothing and accessories. The dry
fl\ purist on approaching the stream is sometimes bedecked like a Christmas tree with all types of gadgets,
many of which are useful but not always necessary. It
might be mentioned that the fisherman should carry a
landing net. dry fly oil, a stream thermometer. scissors.
amadou (an absorbent material for drying his fly),
various fly and leader boxes, sun glasses, and. of course,
a rain coat and hat in regions where rain is a possibility.
Of all the equipment. the rod is the most important.
The truly good rod is the most difficult thing for the
amateur to select. Too often the salesman is not a n
experienced fisherman, although his intentions may be
of the best. with the result that the novice finds after
several trips to his favorite trout stream that the rod does
not function properly. No material has yet been found
that will equal bamboo. Lance wood and green heart
have been tried. hut although they have their place.
they cannot equal the hamboo. Steel also has been
tried. hut has never proved to be the equal. The best
cane for rods was obtained before the war from the
province of Tonkin in China. It was seasoned for several
years before it was fit for use. The best cane came from
hillside regions that were subjected to strong winds.
which developed the resilience in the fibers so necessary
for casting. When one considers that in using a dry fly
he ma) make from five hundred to a thousand casts in
da\s fishing. it can readily be understood that w r j few
woods habe the propert? of standing up under such a
terrific strain. Nor does this take into account the atrain
on a four-ounce rod in landing a large trout in swift
water. The bamboo is split into sections of equilateral
triangular shape so that six of these ma) be glued
together to form one section of a hexagonal cross-section.
These individual sections are tapered to fit the requirePage
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FIG. I: Casting.
merits of the finished rod 30 that the completed product
may have a uniform taper from the butt to the tip. The
taper is accomplished on only two sides of the individual
pieces, so that the natural enamel of the bamboo is not
disturbed.
For dry-fly fishing it is recommended that a rod not
to exceed four ounces in weight be selected. Certainly
the lower limit for practical purposes should not be
under two ounces. and even this light weight in the hands
of anyone but an expert would not be desirable.
In recent years the two-piece rod has met with favor
as against the older three-piece. One experiences enough
difficulty with ferrules so that the elimination of one set
is a distinct advantage; to say nothing of increasing the
action of the rod. It is imaginable that a one-piece affair
might be the most desirable, but transportation of a
slender eight-foot delicate bamboo wand would present
an extremely difficult problem.
Before the war a n excellent rod could be bought for
15 dollars, or, if one so desired. he could spend up to
60 dollars. It i s the writer's opinion that if he were blindfolded and a half dozen rods. made by the same rodmaker, and ranging in price between these two limits,
were placed on a table before him. he would be unahle.

by the feel of them, to determine which was the most
expensive. The only difference is that if a person fishes
over a period of years. in the long run the more expensive
rod will be the best investment. The materials of the expensive rod a r e much more highly selected, the fittings
are better. and it will stand up under the punishment of a
lifetime.
It is most difficult to describe that intangible something about a high-class rod that one instinctively knows
is there when he starts using it. This is the quality that
comes only by experience. One thing to avoid i s too
whippy o r limber a rod. The initiated like to use the
term "backbone." which is a most desirable feature.
REEL, LINE, AND LEADER

The reel which is preferred by most dry-fly fishermen
is of the single-action type. The automatic reel, particularly among the Eastern fishermen, is not indicated for
dry-fly work. The reel should weigh at least as much
as the rod; preferably approximately one and a half
times as much. It should have a permanent click so that
it cannot be thrown off accidentally when most needed.
Some authorities favor a left-hand reel so that the righthanded person may always maintain a firm grip on the
rod and do the necessary work with the reel with the
left hand. If one is fortunate enough to be playing a
large fish. and has to transfer the rod from the right
to the left hand. it may be at that exact minute that the
trout will make up his mind to go places and the fisherman will find that he has no business transferring the
rod from one hand to the other. For this reason, the
left-hand reel is sometimes preferred. An agate line guide
is a desirable feature; it is well worth the slight additional cost.
A tapered line is practically essential. A line of the
soft finished or vacuum-processed type, 30 jards in
length, is- standard. Without going into details as to
diameter. size. length of 'taper, and finishing processeb,
it may be said that the one essential is to have the line
fit the rod. Too heavy a line will kill" the action of
any fly rod. Too light a line will not develop sufficient
action for ease in casting. The tendencj is usually toward
too light a line for a particular rod. A favorable comparison would be that of attaching a string to a broomstick
and trying to develop a springlike action in the stick.
Many of the rodmakers attach to the rod a tag upon
which is printed the size of line best suited to this
particular rod. However, there is nothing like a trial to
convince one of the best weight of line.
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE MONTHLY

FIG. 2: Positions of line in fly-casting.
The next item to receive consideration is the leader.
which is the connecting link between the end of the line
and the fly. The materials from which leaders are made
are of two tjpes: one iqIon and the other silkworm
gut. Actually the silkworm material is nothing more or
less than the unspun silk of the silkworm. The contents
of the sack containing the unspun silk are stretched by
hand and allowed to dry. As finer sizes than this method
produces are needed they are drawn through dies until
the correct size is obtained. The size of this drawn gut
is indicated by numbers IX, 2X, 3X. 4X. the larger size
having the smaller number. the smaller size the larger
number. The nylon is a comparativelj recent development
and has certain advantages over the natural, one being
that it has a higher tensile strength for the same diameter.
A leader is tapered from a large to a small diameter and
ma\ be anywhere from seven feet to 12 feet in length,
In order to accomplish this taper it is necessary to tie
strands of diminishing sizes together. each strand being
approximately 16 to 24 inches in length.
A leader tapered to 4X in nylon "will have a breaking
tensile strength of one and a quarter pounds. In low clear
water it is necessary that we use the terminal end of the
leader of the finest possible size so that the fish can have
no perception of anjthing attached to the floating flj.
It should be mentioned here that in dry-fly fishing the
leader should in all cases be submerged and not permitted to float on the surface. The silkworm leader must
always be soaked between moist pads before it is used on
the stream. This preparation is- not necessary "with njlon.
although. in the writer's opinion, it is a help to keep it
moist up to the time it is used.
At present none of the equipment mentioned is obtainable, because of the restrictions on manufacture In the
mar. Qccas-ionallj one finds a few items in some obscure
sportsmen"s store. Amone who owns a good fly rod at
December, 1944

this time should treasure it most highly. Even if the
makers are again permitted to start their manufacture.
i t will undoubtedly be several years after the war before any rods a r e available, unless a stock of bamboo
has been held over from pre-"war days. Since most of our
bamboo comes from China. the probabilities of a n early
shipment are very remote.
FLIES AND CASTING

It is with fear and trembling that the writer approaches
the subject of flies. There are so many opinions as to
size, color, and pattern that to mention any particular
type as better than another would be arbitrary. One of
the things that make fly fishing so intriguing is the fact
that possibly the fly which would today fill a creel may
not even raise a trout tomorrow. For a beginner one of
the easiest dry flies to use is what is known as a Invisible.
-1 :> e to
It has the ability to float well and is readily vL'l1
the fisherman. More on flies will be covered after we have
taken up the topic of entomology.
The mechanics of fly casting are relatively simple. A
rod acts as a lever to p i c k u p the line from the water.
With the advantage of its resilience it throws the line
into the air behind the fisherman so that he is reall)
casting the line and the fl? rides along with it. Tlie
siniplest manner of showing the fundamentals of fly casting would be to refer to Fig. 1. Imagine the fisherman
standing against a wall where there are three clocks
behind him. He starts with the line on the "water and tlie
rod held as in ( a ) at 10 o'clock. The line i s picked up
and thrown into the a i r a s shown at b ) with the rod in
the position between 11 and 12 o'clock. The rod is
carried through to approximately 1 o'clock as at ( 0 .
A definite pause is made here so that the line will
straighten out behind the fly caster. Just as soon as this
is acrompli~hed. power is applied for the forward cast.
Page 7
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FIG. 3: Drag. Length of arrows indicates relative velocities. Solid lines indicate only that portion of leader and
(a)

line in contact with the water.

the rod then being carried through to the 10 o'clock
position. where the motion is checked. The line follows
along and straightens out in front of the caster. Checking the rod at the I 0 o'clock position permits the fly to
drop lightly on the water. If a distinct pause is not made
at the 1 o'clock position. and the forward cast is started
too soon, it is like cracking a whip and the fly is popped
off. This is one of the common faults of the beginner.
Should he pause too long. then the line drops to the
ground behind the easier. the fly undoubtedly gets caught
on the brush. and there are the same results as though
lie had started too soon. In the retouched photographs.
Fig. 2 ( a ) shows the position as the line is being taken
from the water. In ( 6 ) the rod is curved. acting as a
spring. In ( c ) the back cast has been checked and the
line is straightening out to the rear of the caster. At (d)
the caster is starting the forward cast. which will he
carried through to the position shown in ( a ) .
One suggestion may be of help to the beginner. I n
aiming a fly at a particular spot on the water. it is
better to aim at a point two or three feet above. as this
will permit the fh to float down of its own weight and
alight with much more delicacy than can be obtained by
aiming at the exact point on the water. The line should
be taken up off the water quite vigorously in starting a
cast, and if the caster will aim for an imaginary point
directly over his head; this will be of considerable assistance.
After a few trials one becomes conscious of a certain
rhythm to the whole procedure. The finished 111 casler is
never conscious of how long to pause for the line to
straighten out. and rarely gives thought to catching anything on the hack cast in the wa) of a tree or hrush. He
seems to know i n s ~ i n c t i v e l ~just what is happening
behind him, whether he sees it or not.

phosis is as follows: The female fly deposits its egg on
or in the water of the stream: in turn the egg sinks to
the bottom, and hatches into the larva, which in the pupa
stage, may or may not incase itself in a covering attached
to a stone. log. or twig on the stream bottom. In the
course of time. anywhere from one to three years, certain
physical changes are taking place. until finally the insect
is ready to dispense with its covering and rises to the
surface and takes to the air. The imitation of this rising
nymph from the stream bottom is the common artificial
wet f h .
After the natural nymph reaches the surface its wing;.
unfold and it flies away, a fully developed insect. Before
flying from the water it often rides along on the surface
while the wings are drying and developing. It is at thi;
stage that the trout fisherman imitates the natural with
his floating dry fly. This word "imitates" sounds exceedingly simple. but so many things actually come into account that effective imitation is the most difficult thing
the dry fly fisherman has to contend with. Many factors
are involved, such as stream currents and drag, which
will be taken up a little later.
It is the hope and dream of ever) true follower of
Izaak Walton to be on the stream when a hatch is in
progress. Most often these hatches come in the evening.
The writer has stood beside the pool of one of his
favorite streams in the Catskills of New York of an
evening and has seen literally hundreds of insects emerging from the surface of the water. So man\ have been
in the air at a time that it was possible to catch some of
them in one's hand: one could examine tlie sample and
frantically search through a fly box in hopes of finding
a correct imitation of a natural. This hatch of flies, ass
they come off the surfaceof the water, is one of nature's
most interesting phenomena.

ENTOMOLOGY

HYDRAULICS

The entomology of the subject is fascinating. One who
ha5 never had the c ~ c l eof life of the common stream
insect hi-ought to his attention has missed one of the
most interesting things in trout fishing. Briefly. it is
about as follows: In its initial state a n insect is a 1ari.a.
Grubs and caterpillars; for instances. are larvae. From
the larva stage the insect passe' into the pupa. and last
to the imago or fully developed insect. A pupa may be
likened to the caterpillar and the imago to the butterfly.
In so far as it affects the trout fisherman. the metamor-

To return to first principles. ti) fishing consists of two
distinct schools: the wet fly and the dry flj. Much
heated argument has arisen between there two school;
as to the most effective way to catch fish. In all fairriete
it must be said that both methods h a l e their merits.
depending oil water and air conditions. The writer f a ~ o r s
the dry fl!.
yet on occasion it does Lecome necessary
to use the wet when the water is high o r slightly discolored. It is the fascination of the d r j fly method that
is undeniable. This calls for the closest coordination
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discussion of dry 11) fishing leads directly to the subject
of hydraulics.
We must fish up stream and endeavor to the utmost to
have the floating fly follow the current as though there
were no connection between the fly and the fisherman.
This sounds extremely simple. but as a matter of fact it isthe most difficult operation that we have to learn. Unless
the fly floats with the current the chances are that the
trout will refuse it. If there is any cross pull or an}
motion imparted to the fly except that caused by the
natural currents; no results ma) be obtained. When a line
and leader fall across swift water and drop the fly on to
a more quiet portion of tlie stream. the tendency is for the
line to travel fabler than the flj. so that the fly is dragged
somew hat across current.
Reference to Fig. 3 will indicate three typical cases.
A in every case repiesents the position of the fishermdn.
B that of the trout. and C where the fly will drop. The
arrows represent relative velocities of the surface current.
It is always wise to drop the fly some three or four feet
above the feeding fish so that it may float down with the
current over the spot where he is most likely to rise.
Fig. 3 ( a ) represents the straightaway stream with a uniform current. It presents no great difficulties. as the fl)
will be dropped at C. and the leader and the position of
the line on the water will move at a uniform rate. In
t ) ) we have a much more complex problem. There is a
sharp bend in the stream and naturally the current will
be swifter on the side where the fish is located. Here if
the line and leader are placed as in ( u ) , by tlie time the
fly is expected to reach the fish it will he pulled out into
the current and pa5s considerably to the left of him. The
same condition will hold in ( c ) , even though the bend
of the stream is reversed. To overcome this difficulty the
expert has developed what he calls a loop cast. In ( b )
there has been thrown a downstream loop with some
slack line and leader. The current against the bank is
much swifter than in the center of the stream: therefore. the fly will travel faster. The loop then permits
enough leeway so that the fly will float directly down
over the fish without any side pull while the loop is

.\--/------

the fisherman throws an upstream loop i-o that b j the
time the flj reaches the fish the line and leader will h a l e
straightened out. as is indicated by the small dotted
line. In this connection it might be said that in tlie diagram ( c ) the most probable place for a trout would be
at D. Howeker, at times one finds a good fish in the
quieter water. particularly if there is an overhanging;
bush or cover such as is indicated in the drawing. In
fishing the water at D it would be much better if one were
to move over to the other side of the stream and fish from
the opposite bank. B e r e he to cast from A, as shown in
the drawing. for trout at D, he would "line" the fish.
This simply means that ihere would be no way of placing
the f l y over the fish without either the line or the leader
first passing over the trout. Such an effect almost invariably scares the fish or "puts him down."
The loop is not too difficult to execute. In throwing a n
upstream loop one carries through the cast a s usual.
hut holds the rod in a horizontal position. At the end of
the cast he gives it a slight jerk back against the direction
of motion. This throws the loop. the convex side of
which is upstream. as in ( b ) .
Everything else being equal. the more tlie surface of
the water is agitated. the nearer one can usually a p proach the trout. Pockets behind boulders and slack
water along the edges of the stream often hold a good
fish, and if one can drop a fly on one of these places tlie
response is sometimes immediate and satisfying.
OPTICS

In order to get the trout's point of view one must
mentally project himself into the trout's environment
under water. This introduces a study of optics. A trout
usually points upstream into tlie current, and for that
reason the dry-fly fisherman approaching from downstream has the distinct advantage. What the fish sees of
our world is limited to what is commonly known as his
window. It is as though the under side of the surface of
the water were a mirror with all of the stones and underwater objects on the stream bottom reflected against it.
except directh overhead. where there is a circular area
through which the trout looks into our world. Reference

/
-

FIG. 4: The trout's window.
December, 1944
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FIG. 5: The fisherman as he looks to the fch. (Courtesy
American Museum of Natural History, New York.)

o<

is made to Fig. 4. Vision is restricted to the fish from
reflected rays from objects outside of the water. A ray
of light coming from directly overhead will go directly
to the fish. Any ray coming from any other point except
directly overhead will be refracted, the angle to the
horizontal becoming flatter as the edge of the window
is approached. Remember that this window is circular
and can be compared to a funnel with the small end at
the fish's eye. Finally we reach a point, shown by the
very heavy line, where only a small portion of the rays
will penetrate the water, most of them will be reflected
up, so that anytV1ng in the shaded area will b e less
visible to the fish than in the non-shaded area.
Objects on the bottom, such as the stone at A, will be
reflected at A', and be seen by the fish. It must be remembered that wherever the fish moves, the window moves
with it; also, that the closer to the surface he is, the
smaller will be his window and consequently, the less
he sees of our world. This accounts for a question which
at one time puzzled the writer-why it is possible for him
to approach so much nearer in shallow water than in
deep water before he is seen by the trout. At 5 is an
artificial fly floating on the surface. Imagine the current
flowing from right to left and the fish heading into the
current. This particular trout will be conscious of something coming towards him, possibly food. He is conscious
of tias because the water surface W s been broken and
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he sees a distinct sparkle. Just as soon as the fly enters
his window he will be able to see whether o r not it may
be palatable. If he believes it is, then he will rise for a
closer view. If it is an artificial fly, and we have done
our part correctly, he will undoubtedly take, much to
our satisfaction, and to his disap ointment. If the fly is
not moving with the current as though it were detached
from our equipment, but is dragging across current, it
is safe to say that he will refuse it.
Inasmuch as the rays of light reaching, the fish are
bent or 'refracted, objects outside of the water have a
decidedly distorted look to the trout. It is interesting to
know that Mr. Eugene Connett 111 in his book Random
Casts states that a man standing six feet above the water
15 feet away from the trout appears to the trout to be
15 inches high; at 30 feet, nine and a half inches. His
apparent breadth is not greatly affected, so that he must
appear as though he had been telescoped. Fig. 5 is a
reproduction from the American Museum of Natural
History showing how the fisherman looks to the trout.
That portion of him below the surface of the water looks
quite natural to us, but what the fish sees through the
window is considerably flattened.
The often repeated warning not to let your shadow
fall on the water is excellent advice. However, the fish
does not have an eyelid and cannot close its eye as a
human being does; consequently, when the sun is shining
on the eye which is on the side of the sun it is more
or less blinded. This gives the fisherman the distinct
advantage, if he approaches the fish between the sun
and the fish rather than on the shaded side. By casting
the fly on the far or shaded side, he causes the trout to
see it with his eye away from the sun. Another point to remember is to keep as low as possible, trying to blend in with the foliage, if there is
any. Also, one's clothing should be of a subdued color.
Avoid wearing anything white, remembering that refleeted light from a white object will carry to the trout
almost as readily as though a mirror were reflecting the light. Often with the sun in one's face when
facing upstream the light is reflected directly back into
the water, while with the sun on either side it will be
reflected away to the far bank. And don't forget that a
rod held high is more visible than one held low with
the cast being made from the side.
One word as to the fish's conception of color. It has
recently been shown with an evident degree of validity
that he does have a conception of color. This was
accomplished by experimenting with color in certain
foods; the fish always selected the color which was the
most palatable.
It is questionable whether or not the sight of a fish
is as important as his reactions to vibration. There is a
so-called lateral line running along the fish's side, marking a highly sensitized nerve. It is this lateral line that
warns turn of approaching enemies 'by the vibrations set
up in the water. For this reason, extreme care should be
taken when wading and walking along the banks,
particularly if they are undercut, as we find them in
some of the meadow streams. Roule, in his book, Fishes
and Their Ways of Life, says, "On the basis of the vibratory impressions, which the water transmits, the fish come
or turn aside, avoid and flee, according to the reflects
provoked." Authorities have stated that the ear of the
trout is rudimentary; that is to say, as a means of hearing its chief function is to maintain a sense of equilibrium.
It is believed that a trout is always foraging for food
unless disturbed by the instinct of self-preservation. Sustaining life by the search for food, and sustaining life
by protection from enemies-these are the two main
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE MONTHLY

instincts. Often when a fish is hungry his fear of harm
will be unbalanced by his desire to eat. It is at this time
that the fisherman really meets with success.
CHEMISTRY

Chemistry enters into our fishing to a slight extent.
Mention has already been made of the DuPont nylon
in replacing the silkworm.
We h o w that a range of temperature from 50 to 65
degrees Fahrenheit is the most ideal range for dry fly
fishing. When the water reaches 74 degrees, it is almost
impossible to interest a fish in any artificial fly. The
oxygen content of water is proportional to its temperature. As the temperature rises the oxygen content
diminishes and the activity on the part of the fish also
diminishes. It is for this reason that the expert will carry
a stream thermometer to determine whether or not the
maximum temperature has been exceeded. If at all
possible, he will seek those places where spring
runs enter the stream or where the more aerated water
is. The writer has noted one exception to this rule, the
Fire Hole River in Yellowstone, which has furnished
some excellent dry-fly fishing where the water temperature was above the 74 degree mark. Apparently the fish
in this stream must have adjusted themselves to higher
temperatures.
The growth of trout is dependent upon the oxygen
content, the temperature of the water, and the food
supply. On Hot Creek in the High Sierras, the fish
culturists have noted a growth of one inch per month,
up to a total of approximately six to seven inches. The
temperature here is virtually uniform the year around,
and the food supply is more than abundant. Hot Creek
is practically ideal-the laboratory-type of stream for
trout growth.
METEOROLOGY

The subject of meteorology has definitely some bearing o n t r o u t fishing. It is known that the barometric
pressure influences the results to a marked extent. On a
falling barometer the fisherman may as well stay at
home, as far as any fly fishing is concerned. Once the
barometer reaches its lowest point, it may linger there
until the storm center has passed and his chances may
slightly improve. Once, however, the barometer starts up
or is in a high position, the prospects are excellent. We
do not know why an approaching storm affects the fishing, but the writer has seen this condition hold in almost
every instance.
A few years ago on the upper Owens River he was
fishing with a friend during a storm in October. The
net result was two small trout-one apiece. That night
the weather cleared, and the next day, a beautiful sunlit day, a second trial was made. The fishing took place
over the same stretch of water, with the result that each
fisherman took a limit in one morning. The day before,
one would have reached the conclusion that there were
no trout in the river.
The same experience was met with on one of the
Montana streams last July. A fisherman's barometer was
carried on the trip and a careful record kept of the
pressure changes. In two weeks' time two different storms
developed, each of a day's duration. As the barometer
fell the fishing was not worth the effort, but immediately
on its starting to rise, and after it had come up to a
normal position, one had no trouble in taking all the
fish he desired.

AT RIGHT:
FIG. 6: T h e author hooks
a qood one.
December, 1944

THE THREE ESSENTIALS

In the writer's opinion there are three main things in
dry-fly fishing which contribute to success. One is the
pattern of the fly, another the size, and the last, the
way the fly is presented. Of the three, the presentation
is the most important, having a weight of possibly 65
per cent, while the size may be weighted at 20 per cent,
and the pattern at 15 per cent. This will sound like
heresy to the wet fly fisherman, but it must be remembered that the dry fly is under discussion.
The writer has deliberately changed from one pattern
to another, when the fish were rising, with equal success,
as long as he did not select some outlandish creation.
The size certainly has a distinct bearing on the way the
fish respond, although when there is a large hatch of
small flies it is often impossible to interest a trout in the
exact artificial reproduction. This may be because a slight
drag takes place and is readily detected by the fish. Why
should he be interested in an artificial fly when there
are hundreds of natural insects that he may take? It is
never entirely possible to imitate a natural exactly, no
matter how carefully the fly may be fashioned. The hook
is aways there, and will definitely show below the surface
of the water. Sometimes when a pattern entirely Sifferent
from the natural one on the water is used, the trout's
curiosity seems to get the better of him. Maybe at that
particular moment he wants a change of diet-anyway,
it is sometimes worth trying.
Emphasis must be placed on the fact that the way the
equipment is handled and the fly presented is the most
important single point that the fisherman has to master.
One of the best fishermen that the writer has ever had the
pleasure of watching never used anything but one pattern.
(Continued on Page I S )

T

HE 400th anniversary of the birth of William Gil-

bert of Colchester, who-as
Priestley so quaintly
wrote in 1767-"may
justh be called the father of
modern electricity, though it be true that he left his child
in its very infancy," occurs this year/ It is therefore
fitting to reproduce his likeness at this time in commemoration of this anniversary.
The only contemporary portrait of Gilbert known to
exist at the present time is a small panel painting discovered by the late Silvanus P. Thompson. It was used
by Charles Singer to illustrate an article entitled "Dr.
William Gilbert ( 1544-1603)" which was published in
the Journal of the Royal Naval Medical Service for
October, 1916. Fig. 1 is a very poor reproduction made
from a reprint of the article.
An original portrait, probably painted by Cornelius
Jansen and bearing the date "1591. aetatis 48" is mentioned by Hearn in his Letter Containing an Account of
'Reprinted with home rc\ision-' m d addition? from the 4 1 n ( i i ( a n Jdunmi
uf Pfltslis, 12, 303 (1944)
T h e date of Gilbert's birth 1 % u s u ~ l l j given a' 1540 since the mural
tablet placed b> his brother;; o \ e r his burial placi i n the c h a k e l of the thurch
of Holj T r m m , ( o k h o i c r , <tares that hc, died i n 1603 in thi 63rd .year of
his age H o v e \ e r , Silvaiius P Thompson, ^-vho is- the ~ h i r fauthorit> for iht
life of Gilbt rt, con-idtrrd the corrtct dati 10 be M m 24, 1544

FIG. 1: Panel portrait of William Gilbert. (From
the panel portrait in the possession of the late
Silvanus P. Thompson).
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Some Antiquities between Windsor and Oxford,with a
List of the Several Pictures in the School Gallery Adjoining the Bodleian Library, 1708. p. 33. This is probably
the painting which Gilbert is said to have ordered made
of himself for presentation to the University of Oxford.
A manuscript entry at Oxford. however. states that it was
removed as decayed in 1796. There remains only a poor
engraving by Clamp. made in 1796. and not true t o the
original portrait in several details. However, this engraving, which is reproduced in Fig. 2, has preserved
something more of Gilbert's outward appearance than
his pointed beard. ruff, and high hat. "The keen straightforward searching glance. the twinkling play of goodhumored sarcasm. ready to vent itself on all 'old wives'
gossip' and 'foolish vanities.' the frank, fearless. open
countenance, intolerant only of shams and frauds-all
these characteristic traits of the man are not untraceable
in the portrait..'
Arthur Ackland Hunt made ube of Clamp's engraving
tor his well-known hibtorical painting of Gilbert showing his experiments on electricity to Queen Elizabeth
and her court. which is here reproduced in Fig. 3. This
painting was presented b j the Institution of Electrical

FIG.2: Engraved portrait of William Gilbert. (From
the engraving by Clamp ublished by S. E. Hard* p,,
ing, May I , 1796, in the Biographical Mirror").
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FIG. 3: Gilbert showing his experiments on electricity t o Queen Elizabeth and her court. (From the painting
by A. Ackland Hunt, Town Hall, Colchester, England).

Engineers to the Corporation of Colchester on December

10, 1903, the 300th anniversary of Gilbert's death.
The charming word picture of Gilbert given hy Thomas
Fuller in his H i s t o r y of the W orthies of England (1662)
is worth quoting in its entirety in this connection. The
quaint and witty style is characteristic of Fuller who
states that his information came from a near kinsman of
Gilbert's. Fuller wrote a h follows:
"William Gilbert was boin in Trinity Parish in Colthestei.
his Father being d (.oi~n^ellour d great Esteem in his- Profeb
$ion, who brst removed his family thither fiorn Olare in Sufiolh.
where the1 had res-ided in a Gentile Equipage sonie Centuries
of Years."
' H e had (saith 1x11 informer) the ( t w i n e r of Venice gLa5s
without the Brittlene$'i theieof, soon Ripe and long ln'itirlg in hi?
Perfection;-. He C.oinmeiictvj Ductor in Plry~ick,and was Pliysidun to Queen Elizabeth. who Stamped on him nun} niark;. of
her Fdiour, hesides ail 4111mall Pension to ciicouriigt- hiiStudies. He addicted himself to (,hemi^try. attaiiiirig to great
e\a<t n e ~therein. One saith of him that he was Stonall. hut
not Lyniiull. which I understand Rcser~'d. but not Morow.
n e v r ni'zmed. purpo'-ell to be iiiorc htmebciall to hi? Biethreii.
Such hi;. L(iJuitj to the Queen, that. as if miwilling to sm\ii<;,
he d ~ e din the ssame )tsar with her 1603. His Statiirc was Tall.
( orrzi)leiim (.,t~cerfull.an Happinebi- not orthiiciry in so haid d
Student and retired ii Person. He ljeth buried in Trinity
(.flinch in Colt hestrr. unJer a plain MIJIIUIII~II~."

'Mohamet-, Tombe dt M e n u ii- *aid stiaiigrly to harig uj),
attracted 1)) some imisible Loud stone. but the Memory of this
Doctor will neler fall to the ground. which hi, incomparable
B ~ o kDe Mugnetv will wp[wrt to Eleiiiitj."
December, 1944

Gilbert's contributions to science have been admiiabl)
summed up b\ Silvanus P. Thomp;?on. the chief authoritj
for his life and work a h followa:
ph)s~iiii~.
"Gilbert's renown rests not on hir eininviire a s
hut on his achievtments in the foundation of the twin scienct~;.
of electricity and magnetihni. H e is be\ond question lightly
regarded as the Father of Electrical Science. He founded the
entire subject of Terrertrial Magnetism. He d}Ãˆ made notable
contribution5 to Astro~ioinj, being the earliest English ex
pounder of ( opernic~is. I n an age gilen 1nei to ~~ietaplij--icaI
obscurities and dogniatir sou1iistr>, he cultiuted the method of
experiment and of ieasoning irom obsenation, with ail ins-ight
and success which entitles him to be regarded as the faihei of
the i n d t i c t i ~ emethod. That methijd. so niten dciredited ti)
Bacon, Gilbert was practicing j e i i r ~before hini."

Thompson's papers and lectures- on Gilbert are all oi
great interest. Unfortunately. man) of them were privately printed and so are not readily available. It mdj
be of value- therefore. to l i h t them here. They include
the following tilie;?:
Gilbert of (.uliht,~tf,r, un Elizabethan Miignetizer. I P r n ~ t e l y
printed a t the Chisttick Pr<"ts, London, 1891).
Ifilliam Gilbert. of C.uli/it~ite~.Founder of the bcieme of
Elerm(ity. Tin. Es'i
INMT H ~ L I S I 5,
, 50 (1891).
bate\ on the Dc Magnett, of Or. P'iiliuni Gilfant. (Pri~ ' ~ t e printed
lj
at the Chiswick Prt-s. London. 1901).
Gilbert of (201(hefte~.Futher of Eleitricul 'Â¥xicni-eGilhcit
'l'ercenteuiirj Comnieiiioiation of the Insstitutiou of Electrical
Engineers. ( P r h a t e l ? printed at the Chikwick Prebs-. London.

1903).
Willium Gilbtvt. and Terreiitiial Magnetism in the Time of
Queen Elizabeth. 4 d w a u r a e hclore the Roldl G e o g r d p h ~ a l
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e of Physiiians, and P h p i t i a n to
piinted at the Chiswick Press.

William Gilbert of Colrhe~ter. Charles E. Benham, ( ( olrhester, 1902).
Bacon. Gilbert. and Hurtey. Sir William Hale White, (Lo11
don, 1927).
' W i l l i a m Gilbert:' Dirtionmy of Nu'ionul Bmgiuphy. Sir Nor
n u n Moore.
William Gilbert of Colchester on the Loadstone and Magnetn.
Bodies, P. Fleury Mottelay, (New York, 1893).
William Gilbert. of Colchester. Conrad William CooLe. EDGIDEEMING,
48, 717, 729 (1889).
Dr. Willianz Gilbert (1544-160.3). Charles Singer, Jourihti OF
T H E ROYAI.N A V ~MLDICAL
L
SERVICE,
October. 1916.
William Gilbert and Magnetism in 1600. R. B. Lindsay,
ASIERICA~
Jot MAI. OF P H Y ~S , K8, 271, ( 1940).
William Gilbert and the Srienie of his, Time, Sidney Chap
man, NAILRE,154, 132 (1944).
William Gilbert: Hit, plan: in fie Medical p u r u Walter
Langdon-Brown, Nhit HI.., 154, 136 (1944).

There are two English translations of Gilbert's De
Magneto, Mugneticisque Corporibus, et de Magno Mau,nete tellure; Physiologia nova, plurimis argumentis, experimenti~ dentonstrata (London, 1600. Later editions.
Stettin. 1628, 1633: Frankfort, 1629, 1638), one by P. F.
~~~~~l~~
[he ~~~d~~~~~and jgagnetiC ~ ~ d
and on the treat Magnet the Earth. A ,pew fiysiology,
demonstrated with many arguments and experiments.
( N york,
~ ~1893) and one by the cilbert c l u b entitled
the
Masnetick Bodies Also, and on the
Great Magnet 'the Earth; a new Physiology, demonstrated b y many argument5 and experiments (London.
1 9 0 0 ) . The latter is the definitive translation and is. as
far as circumstances would permit, a facsimile (in English) of the original Latin edition of 1600.
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"The Old Order Chanqe+hH
(Continued from Page 4 )

venture. it is this one. And if ever there was a time ior
casting aside our minor doubts and differences. it is now.
Let it be hoped that v,e will not concern oursehes; too
much with the mere mechanics of a world organization or
focus our discussions upon this or that feature of its
framework. It is easj to pick flaws in any scheme of
organization; national or international. No group of men.
o r even of supermen. can hope to devise a scheme which
will conform to the desires of all nations. great and
small. o r which will not offend the sensibilities of some.
The conflicting ideologies of today cannot be reconciled
in any charter of freedoms. It is enough that whatexer
plan is inaugurated shall he sufficiently mindful of the
realities to make it serve a world that is rather than
one which is not.
Realism demands, for example. that the initiathe and
the dominating leadership in any plan of world organization which hopes to he effective must rest at the outset in
the hands of those nations which haxe accomplished the
great task of saving the world from catastrophe. The
United States. Great Britain and Russia are the onlj
nations which at the close of this war will haxe the power
and the prestige to provide the rest of the world with
collecti\e securit). If these three nation' hold together.
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required should be in keeping with the magnitude of the
disaster which must result if unity fails.
But while the initiative and the leadership in forming
a wrld organization must be supplied b y joint action of
a few dominating
it seems
and
essential that the responsibility for the prevention of
future aggression must be assumed in tile long run by all
the peace-loving nations of the earth and not b) any
single group of them. To this end it is necessary that the
world organization shall have an assembly or great
council in which all eligible nations are represented.
and equally represented. ~l~~~ sllould have equal
representation because all nations. whatever their size
or importance, are equal in their rights at international
law. A full recognition of this fundamental principle
must be the corner-stone of any world organization
which sets out to establish and maintain a reign of law
and justice among the
One should hasten to point out. however. that there
hetween equality of rights and
i is~ 110~ inconsistency
,
inequality of power and influence. Nations. like states.
can have a wide disparity in population, resources and
prestige while nevertheless maintaining a fundamental
equality in a11 their rights and privileges. In the sisterhood of American states, New York and Rhode Island
are f a r from being equal in stature; but in their rights
as states, under the Constitution and the laws, they are
on a plane of guaranteed equality. It is to the everlasting
credit of those who framed the Constitution of the
United States that by a great compromise they succeeded
in devising a plan whereby the equality and the inequality of the states could he harmonized in the same
structure of federal government. Americans should haxe
no difficulty. therefore, in reconciling themselves to a
form of international organization which accords equalit)
of representation to all member nations in one council
~vhiledenying them this privilege in the other. We have
been familiar itit11 that working arrangement for over
150 )ears.
There remains, however. the most crucial question of
all. How shall a world organization, whatever its form.
make its decisions effective? This goes to the heart of
the whole problem; for no international body can hope
to prevent aggression unless it is given the physical power
to prevent aggression. The experience of the past thirt)
years, if it has proved anything. should be enough to
demonstrate that neither treaties. covenants. nor solemn
pledges of s1on-aggression suffice to guarantee the preservation of peace when gangster nations set out to take the
law into their own hands. If the world is to have a sur('ease from international banditry during the next generation it will he because we have &own outselves- able to
create. somehow or other. the means of promptly and
decisively meeting force with force whenever an
aggressor nation resorts to force. No realistic view of
the world in which we Ii\e ran lead to an) other conclusion.
Participation of the United States in such an international force. moreover. is not a matter of choice but of
necessitj. Without biich participation our adherence to
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE MONTHLY

strated to the rest of the world that national strength
~
with local t-elf-governcould be s ~ c c e s s f u l l combined
merit, religious freedom with a stablized social order,
and free enterprise with civil liberty. May we not hope
that America, as we approach the middle of the twentieth
century. ma) once more direct humanity along the paths
to international order. justice and peace.
nt. then no such thing
or any~vhereelse. All
treaty that has been made feince the establishment of the
Republic is in effect a restraint upon the nation's freedom of action.
The danger is. of course. that when the time comes
we will not flat]} decline to contribute our share to an
international force for the preservation of peace under
the control of a w o ~ l dsecurit) council. but will conjure up such reservations to the use of this force as will
make it slow in motion and relatively ineffective for it*
purpose. To insist, for example, that American armed
forces shall never 1)e used to preserve world peace save
with the explicit authorization of Congress would be to
render our participation subject to weeks and months
of debate and dela?. It would destroy the capacity for
prompt action which is the prime essential of success in
all n ~ i l i t a rinterventions.
~
Unhappily the American procedure for the approval
of international agreements is such that it lends every
encouragement to the strategy of senatorial mutilation.
A treaty, whatever its provisions, goes into the Senate
with the chances two to one against its emergence in any
recognizable form. While it does not seem likely that the
Senate of the United States, in the present temper of
public opinion. would definitely reject the whole idea
of using American armed forces at the 'behest of a world
organization. there is no inconsiderable chance that it
would proceed to burden the plan with emasculating
reservations.
This danger is what has prompted the suggestion that
instead of proceeding by treaty there should be presented to both Houses of Congress a joint resolution
declaring the willingness of the United States to participate in an international force for the preservation of
world peace and vesting in the executive branch of the
government full discretion to authorize the use of Ameriran armed forces when the occasion arises. Such action
would require only a majority vote in both Houses of
Congress instead of a two-thirds vote in one of them.
It would have ample precedent for its use since Congress on several notable occasions in the past has dons
things hj joint resolution in preference to proceeding
by treaty. The annexation of Texas just a hundred \car>
ago was accornplii-hed by a joint resolution of Congress:
so was the annexation of Hawaii in 1898. The Constitution g i ~ e stlie Senate power over the ratification of
treaties. it is true; Lut the Constitution is equally explicit
in giving to Congress as a whole the power 10 take all
steps that are necessar) and proper for the national defense. So Congress can. if it so chooses, declare the
adhesion of the United States to a world securit)
organization b j means of a joint resolution and there
would he definite political ad1 antage? in such procedure.
Back in the eighteenth century the 13 nettly-independent American colonies became the leaders of civilized
mankind by pointing the way to the solution of a great
problem which the rest of the world had all but giren
up. The) provcd that a group of sovereign states could
ret up a rim government and endow it with power5
v.11ile yet retaining their own integritj. The) demonDecember, 1944

Trout Fishing
(Continued from Page 1 1 )

This man was so good that it was an education in itself
to have the privilege of just walking along with him and
watching him work. True. h e fished but one stream and
knew it hy heart. but nevertheless, he always seemed to
be able to catch the fish.
The author remembers not so much the weight of the
contents of his creel after a daj's fishing, but rather the
riot of color of the wild flowers along a Sierra stream in
July; the light pouring down through the October aspens
like a stream of liquid gold; rhododendron in bloom in
June along the Rondout in tlie Catskills; azaleas along
the Oconalufay in North Carolina; wild blackberries in
profusion on the Rogue in Oregon; the fragrance of the
pines on a warm summer's day on the bank of the Naches
in Washington: beavers at work in the early evening on
the Gallatin in Montana: a moose startled by the intruder
on the Grayling; a wildcat streaking across a n open
meadow, and pausing a moment at the edge of the timber
for a farewell look. in the high country of New Mexico;
the deer drinking from a pool along the crystal waters
of the Neversink; a sleek mink scampering across a log
on an unnamed stream in Colorado; a band of antelope
near the Lost River in Idaho: the sunsets on the Owens
River with the Sierras as a backdrop across the meadows;
and his once coming face to face with a bear on the Red
River of the Adirondacks. These. and countless other
memories, are what he cherishes during the Ions winter
months of the closed seasons. The solitude, the peace.
the quiet, and the time for reflection a r e the things that
bring the trout fisherman just a little closer to nature
than one can get in almost any other sport.

NAVY HONORS ARTHUR H. YOUNG

HE United States Navy recently gave signal honor
T
to Arthur H. Young. industrial relations consultant
of California Institute of Technology and former vicea

president of the United States Steel Corp.
At a luncheon ceremonj held at the Athenaeum, Mr.
Young was presented ivith a certificate of award f o r
meritorious civilian service to the Navy in connection
with tlie Navy Manpower Survey Board, of which he
was the civilian representative for tlie 11th District.
The luncheon was g h e n by the Industrial Relations
Section of Caltech. of which Prof. Robert D. Gray is
head. Rear Adm. Kalston S. Holmes. U. S. N a q (Ret)
presided and the award via& presented in behalf of the
Secretary of the Navy, Jarneb V. Forrei-tal, by Rear Adni.
I. C . Johrison. director of officer procurement for the
1 l t h Na%al District.
Mr. Young was praised for his unstinting work with
hi? Jaige experience of a lifetime a s one of the nation's
top industrial leaders. In addition to the certificate.
signed by Secretary Forrestal. a lapel emblem was pres-ented to Mr. Young.
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ROCKET RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

OfiE

of the war activities at California Institute of
Technology has been revealed as research and development work en rocket projectiles. Begun in September, 1941. this work has already resulted in a
variety of rocket weapons which are in effective service
use. One t j p e of rocket projectile has been employed
for over two years in antisubmarine warfare. Another
type was used in the invasions of North Africa. Sicily,
Italy and France. in the landing on Arawe. and in subsequent island-hopping in the South Pacific. I t is now
standard equipment for all amphibious operations. More
recently. air-borne rockets have been developed a s armament for carrier-based and amphibian planes. and have
been used successfully against German submarines in the
Atlantic and against Japanese shipping and land installations in the Pacific.
This information was revealed in an official Navy press
release on August 6, 1944. The release explained that
rocket work at the Institute is carried on cooperatively
by the Navy and a National Defense Research Committee
group of Institute scientists and engineers, under contract with the Office of Scientific Research and Development. (The latter is the Federal contracting and spending agency for the pronlotion of research contributing to
the war effort; the National Defense Research Committee
is a technical advisory committee within OSRD which
recommends and supervises contracts).
The principal advantages of rockets are great fire
power and mobility. Since rockets involve no recoil
problem. they are particularly %ell adapted to installation on light landing craft. airplanes. and motor vehicles.
The launching device is relatively simple and cheap to
manufacture. is light in weight. and easy to install. In
warfare involving rapid movement- these factors are
highly important, since they enable the accumulation of
great fire power much more rapidly than can he done
with conventional artillery.
Rocket work, once initiated at the Institute. made rapid
progress because of the close cooperation of the War
Department. the &av\ Department. and the Office of
Scientific Research and Development. Dr. Vannevar
Bush, Director of the OSRD. made ample funds available for the work and encouraged it in every possible
way. The Navy followed the work closely from the start
and used every means to expedite it. Rear Admiral
Ralston S. Holmes. who was Commandant of the Eleventh
Naval District when rocket work began at the Institute.
made the facilities of the district available for testing
purposes; and upon his retirement in January, 1943. he
was assigned to the Institute as Navy Department liaison
officer. Testing range facilities have been provided by
the Fleet Marine Force. San Diego Area, and by the
Army Service Forces.
Development of the Navy's new ordnance test station
at Injokern has provided additional facilities for close
cooperation between the Navy and the Institute rocket
group. A &a\ y press release of August 8, 1944. disclosed
details of ihib world's largest nalal ordnance test station.
bhich extends over parts of San Bernardino. 111~0,and
Kern counties and covers an area of 815 square miles.
At present the plimary emphasis at Inyokern is on aircraft ordnance. Testing rangea and other facilities are
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Captain Sherman ~ . ~ u r r o u g hJr..
s . Commanding Officer.
close cooperation is maintained with the Institute group.
The most recent rocket developments must remain for
the present in the realm of military secrets. The magnitude and importance of the work can be seen from the
fact that rocket research and development stand almost
at the top of the list of manpower and materials priorities. and the Army and Navy are placing rocket production contracts totaling hundreds of millions of dollars.

NEW COMMANDING OFFICER, V-12 UNIT

c

APTAIN WENTWORTH H. OSGOOD, U.S.N. ( R e t . ) ,
the new commanding officer of Caltech's Navj V-12
training unit. is a naval officer of broad experience.
Possessed of as likable personality as his predecessor.
Commander E. W. Mantel, Captain Osgood is rapidly
becoming as popular on the campus as was the man he
succeeded.
A native of Columbu~.Ohio. Captain Osgood attended
Ohio State Luiiversity before his appointment to the
United States Naval Academy. He was graduated from
Annapolis with the class of 1912 and immediately went
on active duty. In World War I he was in the destroyer

CAPTAIN WENTWORTH H. OSGOOD

service out of J3rest. France. After the war he had v a n ous aa~ignn~ents.
including the NaV postgraduate ~ c h o o l s
and the h a v ~petroleum reserve.
in 1932, Osgood retired with the rank of lieutctiantcommander and built a home at 1520 Charlton Road.
San Marino. engaging in private business in Los Angele;.
He was recalled to duty by the Navy on July I. 1939.
and has served since at Rashington and at the advanced
naval base in Puerto Rico.
Captain (then Commander J Osgood cariie to tlie Institute in October, when Commander Mantel wa? given an
uridesignated asr'g nment.
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE MONTHLY

OCTOBER COMMENCEMENT
IFTEEN HUNDRED persons attended the commencement exercises of the Institute at Pasadena Civic AudiF
torium October 20, and many more witnessed a colorful
parade of V-12 Navy trainees through the streets and
watched a review in front of the City Hall.
Receiving Bachelor of Science Degree;; and Senior
Certificates were 110 undergraduates, while other degrees were awarded as follows: Doctor of Philosophy,
10; Aeronautical Engineer. 1 ; Civil Engineer, 1 ; Master
of Science in Engineering-Aeronautics,
1 ; Civil Engineering. 3. and Mechanical Engineering. 4; Master of
Science in Science-Geologj , 1. Physics, 1.
The invocation and chaplain's address was delivered
by the Most Rev. Joseph T. McGucken. S.T.D.
Dr. William 13. Munro. Edward S. Harkness professor
of history and government, delivered the commencement address on the subject. "The Old Order Changeth
. . . ' (See Page 3 of this issue).
Candidates were presented by Winchester Jones, associate dean of upper classmen: Dr. William R. Smythe.
chairman of the Science Courbe Committee; and Franklin
Thomas, chairman of the Division of Engineering and
dean of upper classmen.
The degrees were conferred by Dr. Robert A. Millikan, chairman of the Executive Council, who, in an
address on "The Institute and Postwar Defense," said
that the old prewar life cannot be recaptured completely
when peace comes. He viewed several changes with
favor. including the proposed military training of one
year for every youth at the completion of high school.

DEATH OF CLYDE WOLFE
Doctor Clyde Wolfe. formerly an instructor at C.I.T.
and recently on the staff of the Cyclotron Project at
Berkeley, passed away suddenly the latter part of March.
He dropped dead apparently from a cerebral hemorrhage. Dr. Wolfe was well liked by members of the
staff of the Cyclotron Project and his passing has meant
a great loss to his intimates. At the time of his death.
lie was in line to take charge of a large section of computers on the project.

c

ATHLETICS

OACH CARL SHY opened Varsity basketball practice on November 8 with a squad of 60 men reporting. After the various cuts. 11 men were retained
on the "A" squad and 15 on the "B" squad. All of these
men are V-12 trainees.
Included on the "A" q u a d were bix returning lettermen, co-captains, Paul Nieto guard and Hugh West forward. Bernie Wagner and Hal Ball centers, Stuart Bates
and Jack Cardall guards. Newcomers are Denni;; Ahern
from the Uni~ersity of South Carolina and Dick Roetteger forwards, Clarence Woodward center, John Schimenz from L i m e r s i t ~ of Kansas and Jerry Schneider
guards. All of these men are fast. good shots, and clever
ball-handlers. but the} lack height.
In the opening game. Tech snowed under a supposed!)
strong Vultee team 84-36. Coach Shy started West and
Bates at forward. Wagner at center. and Nieto and
Schimenz at guards. Wagner is the tallest man in this
lineup, just topping six feet. but in this game. the fast
breaking offense more than offset the lack in height.
West and Nieto led the scoring procession with 1 7 and
16 points apiece. while Woodward and Schneider scored
15 and 14 points each.
A new league consisting of U.C.L.A., Occidental, PepDecember, 1944

perdine and Caltech has been formed for the basketball
season. with each team meeting each other in home-andhome games. All Caltech home games will be placed at
the State Guard Armor), 145 N. Raymond. which floor
is also being used this year for practice. The "B" team,
coached by Chief Specialist Gene Mako, plays the preliminarc at 6:45 P.M. at all games.
SCHEDULE
Dm
Friday, Dec.
Frida;, Dec.
Satuiday. Dec.
Satiirda;, Dec.
Thursday, Dec.
Friday. Dec.
Tuesday, Jan.
Friday, Jan.
Saturday, Jan.
Tuesday, Jan.
Saturday, Jan.
Tuesday, Jan.
Saturday, Jan.
Saturddy. Jan.
T u e d a y , Jan.
Saturday, Feb.
Tuesday, Fell.
Friday, Feh.
Saturday, Feb.

1
8
9
16
21
29
2

5
6
9
13
16
20
27
30
3
6
9
10

Opponent
Place
\ ultairiaris
CALTECH
L.S.C.
L.S.C.
Santa Ana Army Air Base
Santa Ana
Camp Ross (Wilmington)
Camp ROES
C ~ J IRobb
I~
CALTECH
L.C.L.A.
CALTECH
Los Alaniitos Naxal Air Station CALTECH
Occidental
Occidental
March Field
March Field
Pepperdine
CAITECH
Re(jland$
C, 4LTECH
IJ.S.C.
CALTECH
Peppenhiie
Pepperdine
Redlands
Redlands
March Field
LALTECH
U.C.L.A.
U.L.L.A.
Santa And Arniy Air Base
LALTECH
Occidental
CALTECH
San Diego Naval Training Station San Diego

ALUMNI NEWS

I

I
CALTECH ALUMNI MEETING

On the night of November 9, Caltech Alumni and their
ladies met at Eaton's Rancho on Ventura Boulevard to
enjoy a chicken dinner, which preceded a meeting held
at the Walt Disney Studio. Two hundred fifty people
were seated in the Banquet Room; after which the party
journeyed to the Studio.
Nearly 500 Alumni and friends assembled in the
spacious Disney Theatre. where the program of the
evening was conducted.
President Harry Farrar gave a short welcoming speech.
followed by Bob Bawbell who, in turn, introduced
Jacques Roberts. assistant production manager of the
Disney organization. Mr. Roberts gave a very interesting and informative talk on production and procedure
in the picture business. Following this, three "shorts.'
were portrayed on the screen. illustrative of their work.
Kenneth Brier. assistant manager of the Disney camera
department, gave an interesting talk on techniques of
art, color and camera. The party then adjourned to the
property room where exhibits were displayed.

NEW YORK CHAPTER
On November 8. the New York Chapter of the Caltech
Alumni Association held a dinner and social meeting at
the Hotel Holle). Fifty-six members were present, including Dr. Sorensen, Dr. Untereiner and Dr. Houston.
Geoffrej Smith. managing editor of "Flight" and
'"Autocar"' and director of Iliffe Pul~lications of England. spoke on jet and rocket propulsion, giving particular emphasis to the robot bombs now being used against
England. He also g a l e marlj interesting facts concerning the development of the gas turbine and jet-propelled
aircraft.
The officers of the hew york Chapter for the coming
\ear are: James A. Danes. '35. president; C l ~ d eR .
Keith. '22. vice-president : E\ an A. Johnson. 3 8 . secretary-treasurer; George S. Lufkin. '29, director; Clifford
Burton. '40, director; H a r r j St. Clair. '20. ex-officio
preL'
- i t 1ent.
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1921
PHILIP 5. CLARKE has recently been
transferred from the Oleum Rehnery to
the Wilmington Refinery of the Union Oil
Company, where he is now ~efinerymanager.

DWIGHT DEGNAN is assistant conductor and music contractor for Silver
Theatre, Burns and Allen and Sherlock
Holmes radio shows.
MAJOR JOHN E. SHIELD writes that
he is "touring France this year, with
Germany on my itinerary this winter or
next year.''
DALE J. MEIER has been commissioned
at the Marine Corps Babe, Quantico, Va.
H e is undergoing advanced officer'b training before assignment to a combat unit
or a technical school for specialized train
ing.
COLONEL DONALD SHUGART is in
charge of officer reclassification of the
Headquarters Third Air Force at Tampa.
Fla.

1923
DR. L. M. MOTT-SMITH is with Johns
Hopkins University with O.S.R.D.
BASIL HOPPER was recently proinoted
to the newly-created position of vice-president in charge of manufacturing, Union
Oil Company of California. Mr. Hopper
has been with Union Oil bince graduation
from Tech.
JOHN R. NORTH is assistant electrical
engineer for the Commonwealth and Southern Corporation at Jackson, Mich.

1924
ED LAYTON is project
the Fluor Corporation of Los

1925
PALL NOLL has been traiisiferied from
chief engineer, plate department, to project
engineer, Consolidated Steel at Maywood,
Calif.
CAPTAIN TRACY L. ATHERTO&.
group intelligence officer, is camping out
on a tropical isle with the Marines in an
area where there is little action. His portrayal of the feminine population there is
definitely without glamour.

1926
JOHNNY MICHELMORE 15 Northern
Dhision engineer for the Southern Coun
ties Gas Company, Glendale, Calif.

1927
TED COMBS has had a recent proiiiotion to that of colonel. He stopped in at
the Institute on a recent trip to Pasadena.
after which he was to return to Camp
Claiborne, La.
W. A. MINKLER was recently 31)
pointed application manager for air conditioning of the Westinpliouse Elect~ic
Elevator Co., Jersej City, N. J.
LIEUTENANT R 4 I M O M ) P E R R I iinow comnianding oflicer of the Naty V-12
unit at Flagsitaff, 4riz. Prcbioui-ly h e was
commanding officer at the Navy V-12 unit.
North Dakota State Teachers College at
Minot, N. D.
KENNETH BELKN4P sit5 at his desk
(Belknap & Belkiiap Ini-urance Agency )
writing policies, when he's not out wo~king
for P i Alpha Tau or giung a helping hand
to the Alumni Association.
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RLSSELI, J. LOVE was promoted f o
assistant vice-president of the Southwest
Welding & Manufacturing Co., Alhambra.
Calif. H e also retains title of chief en
gineer.
RALPH CUTLER is the chief engineer
of the Los Angeles plant of Western Pipe
and Steel Company.
HERB Van der GOOT is a lieutenant
(j.g.) at the Unhersity of Arizona, Tuc
son, Ariz.

FKED H. DEThfARS lus recently been
commissioned a recond lieutenant in the
Signal Corps at Fort Monmouth, N. J.
DR. E. RUSSELL KENNEDY has been
in China for seven months doing research
work on automotive fuels for the 14tli Ail
Force, haring been transferred from
chemical warfare for that purpose. H e has
recently received his major's oak leaves.
At his home in Long Beach, a new son
awaits his a) rival.

KENNETH KINGMAN is now superintendent of lube oil operations a t the Oleum
Refinery of the Union Oil Company.
HAROLD HUSTON is chief estimating
engineer for the Southwest Welding Company, Alhambra, Calif.
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL BILL MOHR
is now stationed at Fort Jackson, S. C.

G. hf. SMITH is a field planning engineer with Western Electric, New York.
BRYON M. INMAN was made engineer
ing supervisor of the El Monte plant of
the Du Pant Conipaiiy, electrocheniical~
department, in July. He was formerly CI
project engineer.
JAY C. TAILOR is a captain in the
Air Corps, stationed temporarily at Sail
Juan, Puerto Rico. He expects to return
to Florida in Notember or December to
join his wife and nine-months old h a l ~
girl.

1930
JOSEPH FOLADARE is the father of a
daughter born on October 17 at the Huntington Hospital, Pasadena.
G. W. READ is a field engineer with
Western Electric Company, New York.
GORDON S. MITCHELL is in comniand
of a mobile signal motion picture unit in
the South Pacific.
During his photographic missions over the islands, he witnesses quite a bit of actual combat both
on the ground and in the air. H e has
flown several missions over enemy territory
and photographed their bivouac areas and
outpost positions from 300 feet in a cub
plaie-ekciting
to say the least.
LIEUTENANT-COMMANDER HARRIS
K. MALZY received his promotion in the
Naval Reserve in March of this year. He
was married in San Juan, Puerto Rico, in
August, 1943.
NATHAN WHITMAN is an engineer in
charge of structural testing, Avion, Inc.,
Vernon, Calif.

1931
LIEUTENANT RAY LABORY, U.S.
N.R., has been transferred to the Naval
Ammunition Second Net. Depot at Seal
Beach, Calif.

1932
CARL LIND has been promoted to Lieutenant in U.S.N.R. and has been transferred to Camp Parks, Calif.
LIEUTENANT G O R D O N BOWLER,
U.S.N.R., is an instructor in electrical
communications at the Harbor Building
School, Mdssachllsetts Institute of Technology.
COLONEL BILL SHLLER had a very
harrowing experience b-y being buried alive
hy an exploding bomb in France, while
coninranding a combat unit of engineers in
Gener~1 Hodges' First Army. He was
rescued and escaped with injuries wliicli
required liospitalization. Colonel Shuler.
who w awarded the Silver Star and the
Bronze Star for heroic achievement uiidei
file in Normandy, has been with the F i i ~ t
4rrny since D-Day.
DR. HAL,I,EI WOLFE i* nith Elt~rtiieal Research Products, Inc. in Hollywooij,
a divirioii ot Wpi-tern Electric Co. He itthe father of a son, Michael Jay, born th<
latter part of J4ugust.
JOHN V. CHAMBERS I ccently has been
transferred to Industrial Indemnity Co..
San Francisco. Calif.
CHARLES W. JOINES, since ScpteniLei
hri-t of this \ear. has been doing ron~ult
i n engineering work.

1936
DR. SHERWOOD K. H A I N E S is asskt
ant director of the Harbor Building School
and instructor in electrical comn~unications
at Masscichusetts Institute of Technology.
MAURICE SKLAR is Lack in the Gulf
Coast divis-ion of the Shell Oil Company,
Inc., after two years in Illinois and Michigan as field seisn~ologist. His present location is Kosenberg, Texas.

1937
WARREN FEMZI is an ensign. L.S.
N.R., in the Seabees. P ~ i o rto entering
service, he was with Phelps-Dodge at Mo
at the Dominguez field office of die Union
Oil
-. Co.
I,. MOORE has been awarded
the Collingwood Prize for Juniors from
the American Society of Civil Engineers
for a paper on his work at the Caltecli
Soil Conservation Laboratory. A t present
he is research engineer at Lockheed Aircraft Carp.
BRUCE MORGAN proudly announce;,
an heir. Stanley Bruce, born in July.

WALTER

1938
JACK DOLGHERTY, a geologii-t foi
Phillips Petroleum Company at Amarillo.
Texas, was visiting at the Institute, corning back to California on a business and
vacation trip.
C. W. CL4RKE is chief production en
gineer at AiResiearch, Phoeniz, Ariz.
DONALD S. TAYLOR wsas made labora
tory supervisor in charge of research and
control laboratories, El Monte plant of
the Du Pant Co., electrocht~n~icals
division.
LIEUTENANT (j.g.) ALLAN K. AI,
S'VKICR, U.S.N.R., is assistant to the resi
dent ini-pector of naval material at Winston-Salem, N. C.
NED FRISIUS is now employed by the
Lnhersity of California in connection with
a traffic test being run on a portland remerit concrrtv test track at Hamilton Field,
( dlif.

1939
L l E L T E i N 4JN F ( j . g . ) H E R B L K ' I
STRONG, U.S.N.R., i-i engiiicer officer in
the Carrier 4ircrait Service Lnit located
in the dcsert, which senices Helldhersand ielatpd planes.
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'sF4RPHEN is i-~lperintendeiitof sliips in
1-liarge of lepair iit Pearl Harbor Nav-\
1 ard.
MAJOR BOB VMM HELL I: assistant
4.4.F. liaison officer to the Signal C o r p ~
Ground Signal Agency now locateil at
Biadley Beach, N. J.
L I E L T E N A M ' MATTHEW
LEI<
ha\iiig been on active chity in the bouth
Pacific for 14 riiout11;- I: now .it the haxal
Mr Station at Pasco. Wash.

'n

DLMONI' STAATZ 1s in tlie Medic a1
(..orps of the Am]), at the pre:eiit tirne in
training at Letterinan General Hospital
111 S ~ I Fraricisco.
I
FIRST 1,IELTENAINT J OiNAS E. Hl'l E
is still in the South Pacific He has heen
oterseas since Ma) 1912.
L I E L T E h A N T ( j.g.)
ROBERT 5.
NETSWANDER ha5 liecn tunsfeireil fiom
I'atuxent R h e r Naval Ail Station whcic
h e had been an engiricering test pilot, to
the Postgraduate School at Anna~)olisfoi
two years of postgraiiuatc w o ~ kin radio
~ n dfljing.
O'DEAN AM)ERSOR is at present in
Venezuela, South Aniei icd. fox MornsonKnudseil Co.
KOBEKT I,. WELL5 ib working iit
Westinghouse research laboratoiie~ in the
niechaiiics department on havy p~obleins.
FRANCIS MORSE 1s still with Good>ear aircraft, designing a i i ~ l l i p s for the
&a\).
F R E D BRLNilER is with tlie Bahrein
Petroleum Co. on a lehnery projject mvr.t"I?.

The KINNEY GROUP
1800 M e n serving their old
customers

- welcoming

new

KINNEY IRON WORKS

KINNEY AWJMINUM CO.

Meehanite Metal and Grey
Iron Castings-1 ounce t o 30
tons. One of the largest and
most modern foundries on
the Pacific Coast. Meehanite
castings are made in the following processes - General
Engineering Meehanite (including pressure resisting),
Chemical Resisting Meehanite. Wear Resisting Meehanite, and Heat R e s i s t i n g
Meehanite

"A superbly equipped foundry," says one of our customers. A l u m i n u m Alloy,
Magnesium and Permanent
Mold castings; quality controlled in our own X-Ray,
Chemical and Physical Laboratories; heat treated by the
most modern furnaces. Our
own shop for manufacturing
permanent molds assures deliveries according to schedule.

2525 EAST 49TH STREET
LOS ANGELES

5950 SOUTH BOYLE AVE.
LOS ANGELES

XATIONAI. AIRCRAFT
EQUIPMENT CO.

VERNON PATTERN
WORKS

Over 400 employees specializing in production machine
work, dies, jigs and fixtures;
adequately housed in a plant
covering an entire block An
organization capable of undertaking many types of
manufacturing problems. Hydraulic presses, large planers
and large milling machines
permit work of all sizes

A plant devoted exclusively
to wood and metal patterns.
The first step in a service of
"From blueprint to final
product." A jobbing pattern
shop which assures the pattern being entirely acceptable
to the foundry and delivered
when promised. You are invited to inspect the work and
equipment of this plant at
any time.

275 NORTH AVENUE 19
LOS ANGELES

2323 EAST 27TH STREET
LOS ANGELES

1941
DR. ROBERT A. BECKER and Doio
thy Mat Wilkiiis of Piedmont. Calif., w f i e
united i n a iornial reiemonj at St. l'dul&
Episcopal (hurch in Oiiklaixl on Septeiuher 20. Dr. Beckcr i i connected with tht*
applied phjsirs ldboiatory at the Univei
*it) of Washington.
K 4 L P H ( . MAiNllNGER writes that he
is doing some Teiy interesting work for the
Naty at the Ll. S. N a q i~ritferwaterSound
1 ahorator) at Fort Trumbull. 'I he woi k
I-, in roniicrtion with fiiinlaniental lei-eaicli
in underwatel soiind. He also proudly
mentions little Margaret Elizabeth. J I ~ Ã
ddiigliler of 18 months
DR. HOKTON ( G L k ) 5'FEXER hasice11 in England foi o ~ e i a yea1 on a
terhnica~niissioii foi the ladidtion hb0ldtor3 <it M.I.T. <ti10 tsqiect^ to rctuin home
uq day.
W IL'LIAhf ( HAPI& lid- cty)ted a m Ã
joli in the piore-- ~iep~i~triieiit
of P I I I ~ I
( O I 1 ) . . dt h 41lgeIt'S-.
JOHX C . SM 41.1 i. attt~inliiit; M a n n c
Officei- School at Quiiiitico, Vii
UELlEJN %&'I I j.g.) hl. V. E l 5 E t .
JR., L.S.N.R.. 1s. fllaht i'idai oflucr on the
1J.S.k. Tripoli.
CA41'T41JN H E H h I 4 b W. 5MI'lH. JK..
lid- been o ~ t - i v a 1 nedrly
two yt'ai'i. wrinip in the 4ii Forte a- a n i e t ~ ~ r oTI-t
l o ~111'
%ch pldcc- a'- h o i l h 4fricd. 5 ~ 1 l y Itiil}
.
JIKJ Sdidini i

December, 1944

Wendelt HeKinney, Stanford, '21
Roland T. Kinney, Stanford, '22
Bryant E. Myers, C a l Tech, '34
C. Vernon Newton, Ca! Tech, '34

Forbes W. Jones, C a l Tech, '35
Leonard Alpert, C a t Tech. 4 3
8. R. Ells, Throop, ' I 0
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h.is been on d i m e d u t j with tht H t e t in
the Pacific for tilt past two )earHEMY
isediiian 'w ond ( idjoined the Maritime S e n i c e Idi-t June aixi
now is taking radio training in New ^fork.
ENSIGN RALPH h1. WII.1.1TS i s at
tachtd to a P'J Squadion in the Soutliwei-t
I'acihr and is hiiding plenty of excitement.
C L I F F HOAGL4ND W J S presenteil wit11
a b a i ~ ? girl, Sui-an Caiol. ie(ently.
ADRIAN M A W E ha- r e r i n e d an lion
orable chscharge fioni the Army a i d will
e n t e ~the September &i-i- at Northwebtein
Liiivers-ity School a t ( lncagi~.
J O H N RUBEL is tlit fatlici of a son
1m111 in October. named Robert. John iistill with General Electiic at Schenectaily,

N. Y

This Christmas
the war trains will roll
-as usual
Out on the line. December 25 will be as busy as any
other day on the Southern Pacific. I t won't be much of
a holiday for our men a t the front, either. The enemy
doesn't stop shooting just because it's Christmas.
This Christmas Day and night we shall keep the war
trains rolling, just as we have kept them rolling every
day and night since Pearl Harbor.
To all the travelers and shippers we served this year
-our heartfelt thanks for your sympathetic understanding of our problems, and the cheerful way you accepted the inconveniences of wartime transportation.
In sending you the Season's Greetings, we join with
you in praying that next Christmas will be celebrated
in a world at peace.

The friendly Southern Pacifk
Â
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ENSIGN 1%. GEORGE OSBOKNE s a i .
he ran acro* '1. G. ATKINSON. "42
(Lieutenant j.g.), a t the Officer's Club on
one oi the Ma~=halI'-. He baji- the island
i b xery
desolate, without a single I n i n g
tifce.
( ORPOR AL
WILLIAM
BLI MEh
T H A L of the L. 5. Aimy Air Corps licit
been reported missing in action in the
South Pacific since M q . 1944. His' home
was- in Los Angrlei-.
WJL'ION STEWAK'I was lisiting at
the Ins-titutc brfoic reporting to his new
absignincnt at Fort Beiiniiig. Ga.
ENSIGN J. B. FKAlNZINI. U.S.N.K., i a
now i-tationed at the Tactical Radar St hool
in Hollywood, Fla. Before entering the
N a y , h e taught hydraulirb at the Iiii-titute
In October h e wab awaide^l in ab'rt~ntzu
the profebsional degree in civil engineering.
ROBERT A. S P L R R announces the
birth of Stephen Joi-iah on October 16,
1944.
ROBERT G R E E h it, on the staff of the
British Colonial Service located a t Jess. in
the middle of Africa. H e has a two-ye,u
appointment. effe(ti\e as of last Jul).

1943

RAY TEDRICK is a junior eiigneei iui
the Pacific Alaska Division of the PanAmerican World Airways in Sail F r ~ i i c i n o
calif.
DEANE N. MORRIS is now i n the Ma
line Corpi-, having finished training at
Parris Island, S. C., and Camp Lejeune.
N. C. I'rioi to entering the service. lie
had been with Bell Aircraft of Buffalu
wheie lie wab in the flight resfarch depiirt
n e n t and aim taught aerodyiianiics.
ROBERT ROSS DAVLS and Geialdiiie
Miriam Spenrc mrhanged ~ o w srecunth
in the Wee Kirk of the Heather at Glen
dale, ( alif.
1944
FKhUERILK B. EI;V w'is coiniiii~ioiied
ail enygn last June at Platti-burg. N. Y.
At present h e is- giiiineq officer on dii
L.S.T. which is now in hatt'rs of the South
Pacific
ROL1'- I). 13IH1,ER and Mary JNoll 01
Pdsddcna were united in marriage rercntlj
Mr. Buliler 1s engagt'd in aeronautical re
kt'drth a t the Institute.
J A t R. BORDEN was recent11 ionuiiisioiie(1 a seronil lieutenant at the Eastiin
Sigiial t orps trainuig PI-nter. Fort Mon
iliouih. JN. J.
H 4NS NEUTZEL I; now firi~~l0)f'ii ID
the California Division of Hig11way-i at l.o<
41igclt~c.
GEORGE F. 5h41r11% i t - r e n d 111s i 0111
riiii-sion as E n ~ i g n ,L.S.N.R., late in ~ 1 1 1 1
nier and was ordered to WdshingtOn, 1). (
to do engineering work in communication'-.
R. E. 41 LINLHAM ha? a n cn'-ign'>
coniniissiou and ir an erigineeiiiig offu'ei
I
ail 1.ST. in the Mfviiterrtirieaii 4rt a.
but <'\1icct- a ti.iii-ft-I ,eon to other v a t <I &
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE MONTHLY

GIVE Y O U R LOADS
A "VARI-PRESSURE" RIDE!

VROMAN'S
Sy: 3-1 171

Ry: 1-6669

Books & Stationery
469 E. Colorado St.

I

1

Office Equipment
1271 E. Colorado St.

Even Acceleration

INSURANCE BROKERS

EMETT & CHANDLER
LOS ANGELES

W. P. STORY BLDG.

TRinity 8881

ATKINSON

LABORATORY

LOS ANGELES
Photographic
Research

CALIFORNIA
Photographic
Chemicals

Ralph

B. Atkinson, '30

TUTTLE & TUTTLE
Attorneys at Law
(General Practice)
411

Edward E. Tuttle, '28

W. 5th

St.

Los Angeles 13
MAdison 7837

The main difficulty in a n y crane installaiion is smooth and,
even acceleration without the use of costly control panels a n d
elaborate speed adjusters The VanPressure drive unit, S6M
designed a n d patented, gives just the right amount of driving
function for each load. It proportions the pressure on the dnving n ~ e m b e rs o that a constant ratio is maintained between load
a n d driving unit, allowing for a fluid start
-pa,
~e 231 'tci

